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SPECTRA OF NEARLY HERMITIAN RANDOM
MATRICES
SEAN O’ROURKE AND PHILIP MATCHETT WOOD
Abstract. We consider the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices of
the form M+P, where M is an n×nWigner random matrix and P is an
arbitrary n×n deterministic matrix with low rank. In general, we show
that none of the eigenvalues of M + P need be real, even when P has
rank one. We also show that, except for a few outlier eigenvalues, most
of the eigenvalues of M+P are within n−1 of the real line, up to small
order corrections. We also prove a new result quantifying the outlier
eigenvalues for multiplicative perturbations of the form S(I+P), where
S is a sample covariance matrix and I is the identity matrix. We extend
our result showing all eigenvalues except the outliers are close to the real
line to this case as well. As an application, we study the critical points
of the characteristic polynomials of nearly Hermitian random matrices.
1. Introduction and notation
The fundamental question of perturbation theory is the following. How
does a function change when its argument is subject to a perturbation?
In particular, matrix perturbation theory is concerned with perturbations
of matrix functions, such as solutions to linear system, eigenvalues, and
eigenvectors. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of large perturbed random matrices.
For an n×n matrixM with complex entries, the eigenvalues ofM are the
roots in C of the characteristic polynomial pM(z) := det(M − zI), where I
denotes the identity matrix. Let λ1(M), . . . , λn(M) denote the eigenvalues of
M counted with multiplicity, and let Λ(M) denote the set of all eigenvalues
of M. In particular, if M is Hermitian (that is, M =M∗), then Λ(M) ⊂ R.
The central question in the perturbation theory of eigenvalues is the fol-
lowing. Given a matrix M and a perturbation P of M, how are the spectra
Λ(M) and Λ(M + P) related? Many challenges can arise when trying to
answer this question. For instance, different classes of matrices behave dif-
ferently under perturbation.
The simplest case to consider is when both M and P are Hermitian.
Indeed, ifM and P are Hermitian n×n matrices then the eigenvalues ofM
and M+ P are real and the classic Hoffman–Wielandt theorem [27] states
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that there exists a permutation π of {1, . . . , n} such that
n∑
j=1
∣∣λπ(j)(M)− λj(M+P)∣∣2 ≤ ‖P‖22. (1.1)
Here, ‖P‖2 denotes the Frobenius norm of P defined by the formula
‖P‖2 :=
√
tr(PP∗) =
√
tr(P∗P). (1.2)
The classic Hoffman–Weilandt theorem [27] is in fact a bit more general:
(1.1) holds assuming only that M and M+P are normal.
However, in this note, we focus on the case when M is Hermitian but P
is arbitrary. In this case, the spectrum Λ(M) is real, but the eigenvalues of
M + P need not be real. Indeed, in the following example, we show that
even when P contains only one nonzero entry, all the eigenvalues of M+P
can be complex.
Example 1.1. Consider an n× n tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix T with zeros
on the diagonal and ones on the super- and sub-diagonals. The matrix T has
eigenvalues −2 cos
(
kπ
n+1
)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , n (see for example [31]). Let pT
denote the characteristic polynomial for T. Let P be the matrix with every
entry zero except for the (1, n)-entry which is set to
√−1, the imaginary
unit.1 Then the characteristic polynomial of T+P is pT(z) +
√−1. Since
pT(x) ∈ R for all x ∈ R, it follows that none of the eigenvalues of T+P are
real.
Example 1.1 shows that we cannot guarantee that even one of the eigen-
values of M + P is real. However, this example does raise the following
question.
Question 1.2. If M is Hermitian and P is arbitrary, how far are the eigen-
values of M+P from the real line?
Question 1.2 was addressed by Kahan [30]. We summarize Kahan’s results
below in Theorem 1.3, but we first fix some notation. For an n× n matrix
M, let ‖M‖ denote the spectral norm of M. That is, ‖M‖ is the largest
singular value of M. We also denote the real and imaginary parts of M as
Re(M) :=
M+M∗
2
, Im(M) :=
M−M∗
2i
.
It follows that M is Hermitian if and only if Im(M) = 0.
Theorem 1.3 (Kahan [30]). Let M be an n × n Hermitian matrix with
eigenvalues λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. Let P be an arbitrary n× n matrix, and denote
1Here and in the sequel, we use
√
−1 to denote the imaginary unit and reserve i as an
index.
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the eigenvalues of M+P as µ1+
√−1ν1, . . . , µn+
√−1νn, where µ1 ≥ · · · ≥
µn. Then
sup
1≤k≤n
|νk| ≤ ‖ Im(P)‖,
n∑
k=1
ν2k ≤ ‖ Im(P)‖22, (1.3)
and
n∑
k=1
∣∣(µk +√−1νk)− λk∣∣2 ≤ 2‖P‖22. (1.4)
Remark 1.4. In the case that M is only assumed to be normal (instead
of Hermitian) but M + P is arbitrary, Sun [48] proved that there exists a
permutation π of {1, . . . , n} such that
n∑
j=1
∣∣λπ(j)(M)− λj(M+P)∣∣2 ≤ n‖P‖22, (1.5)
and [48] also shows that this bound is sharp.
We refer the reader to [47, Section IV.5.1] for a discussion of Kahan’s
results as well as a concise proof of Theorem 1.3. The bounds in (1.3) were
shown to be sharp in [30]. In the next example, we show that (1.4) is also
sharp.
Example 1.5. Consider the matricesM =
[
0 1
1 0
]
and P =
[
0 0
−1 0
]
. Then
M has eigenvalues ±1 andM+P has only the eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity
two. Since ‖P‖2 = 1, it follows that
|1− 0|2 + | − 1− 0|2 = 2‖P‖22,
and hence the bound in (1.4) is sharp.
In this note, we address Question 1.2 whenM is a Hermitian random ma-
trix and P is a deterministic, low rank perturbation. In particular, our main
results (presented in Section 2) show that, in this setting, one can improve
upon the results in Theorem 1.3. One might not expect this improvement
since the bounds in Theorem 1.3 are sharp; however, the bounds appear to
be sharp for very contrived examples (such as Example 1.5). Intuitively, if
we consider a random matrix M, we expect with high probability to avoid
these worst-case scenarios, and thus, some improvement is expected. Before
we present our main results, we describe the ensembles of Hermitian random
matrices we will be interested in.
1.1. Random matrix models. We consider two important ensembles of
Hermitian random matrices. The first ensemble was originally introduced
by Wigner [54] in the 1950s to model Hamiltonians of atomic nuclei.
Definition 1.6 (Wigner matrix). Let ξ, ζ be real random variables. We say
W is a real symmetric Wigner matrix of size n with atom variables ξ and
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ζ if W = (wij)
n
i,j=1 is a random real symmetric n × n matrix that satisfies
the following conditions.
• {wij : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} is a collection of independent random variables.
• {wij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is a collection of independent and identically
distributed (iid) copies of ξ.
• {wii : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is a collection of iid copies of ζ.
Remark 1.7. One can similarly define Hermitian Wigner matrices where ξ
is allowed to be a complex-valued random variable. However, for simplicity,
we only focus on the real symmetric model in this note.
The prototypical example of a Wigner real symmetric matrix is the Gauss-
ian orthogonal ensemble (GOE). The GOE is defined as an n × n Wigner
matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ, where ξ is a standard Gaussian random
variable and ζ is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance
two. Equivalently, the GOE can be viewed as the probability distribution
P(dW) =
1
Zn
exp
(
−1
4
trW2
)
dW
on the space of n × n real symmetric matrices, where dW refers to the
Lebesgue measure on the n(n+ 1)/2 different elements of the matrix. Here
Zn denotes the normalization constant.
We will also consider an ensemble of sample covariance matrices.
Definition 1.8 (Sample covariance matrix). Let ξ be a real random vari-
able. We say S is a sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and
parameters (m,n) if S = XTX, where X is a m× n random matrix whose
entries are iid copies of ξ.
A fundamental result for Wigner random matrices is Wigner’s semicircle
law, which describes the global behavior of the eigenvalues of a Wigner ran-
dom matrix. Before stating the result, we present some additional notation.
For an arbitrary n × n matrix A, we define the empirical spectral measure
µA of A as
µA :=
1
n
n∑
k=1
δλk(A).
In general, µA is a probability measure on C, but if A is Hermitian, then
µA is a probability measure on R. In particular, if A is a random matrix,
then µA is a random probability measure on C. Let us also recall what it
means for a sequence of random probability measures to converge weakly.
Definition 1.9 (Weak convergence of random probability measures). Let
T be a topological space (such as R or C), and let B be its Borel σ-field. Let
(µn)n≥1 be a sequence of random probability measures on (T,B), and let
µ be a probability measure on (T,B). We say µn converges weakly to µ in
probability as n → ∞ (and write µn → µ in probability) if for all bounded
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continuous f : T → R and any ε > 0,
lim
n→∞P
(∣∣∣∣
∫
fdµn −
∫
fdµ
∣∣∣∣ > ε
)
= 0.
In other words, µn → µ in probability as n → ∞ if and only if
∫
fdµn →∫
fdµ in probability for all bounded continuous f : T → R. Similarly, we
say µn converges weakly to µ almost surely (or, equivalently, µn converges
weakly to µ with probability 1) as n→∞ (and write µn → µ almost surely)
if for all bounded continuous f : T → R,
lim
n→∞
∫
fdµn =
∫
fdµ
almost surely.
Recall that Wigner’s semicircle law is the (non-random) measure µsc on
R with density
ρsc(x) :=
{
1
2π
√
4− x2, if |x| ≤ 2,
0, otherwise.
(1.6)
Theorem 1.10 (Wigner’s semicircle law; Theorem 2.5 from [3]). Let ξ and
ζ be real random variables; assume ξ has unit variance. For each n ≥ 1,
let Wn be an n × n real symmetric Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ
and ζ. Then, with probability 1, the empirical spectral measure µ 1√
n
Wn
of
1√
n
Wn converges weakly on R as n→∞ to the (non-random) measure µsc
with density given by (1.6).
For sample covariance matrices, the Marchenko–Pastur law describes the
limiting global behavior of the eigenvalues. Recall that the Marchenko–
Pastur law is the (non-random) measure µMP,y with parameter y > 0 which
has density
ρMP,y(x) :=
{ √
y
2xπ
√
(x− λ−)(λ+ − x), if λ− ≤ x ≤ λ+,
0, otherwise
(1.7)
and with point mass 1− y at the origin if y < 1, where
λ± :=
√
y
(
1± 1√
y
)2
. (1.8)
Theorem 1.11 (Marchenko–Pastur law; Theorem 3.6 from [3]). Let ξ be
a real random variable with mean zero and unit variance. For each n ≥ 1,
let Sn be a sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and parameters
(m,n), where m is a function of n such that yn :=
m
n → y ∈ (0,∞) as
n → ∞. Then, with probability 1, the empirical spectral measure µ 1√
mn
Sn
of 1√
mn
Sn converges weakly on R as n → ∞ to the (non-random) measure
µMP,y.
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1.2. Notation. We use asymptotic notation (such as O, o) under the as-
sumption that n→∞. We use X = O(Y ) to denote the bound X ≤ CY for
all sufficiently large n and for some constant C. Notation such asX = Ok(Y )
mean that the hidden constant C depends on another constant k. The no-
tation X = o(Y ) or Y = ω(X) means that X/Y → 0 as N →∞.
For an event E, we let 1E denote the indicator function of E, and E
c
denotes the complement of E. We write a.s. and a.e. for almost surely and
Lebesgue almost everywhere, respectively. We let
√−1 denote the imaginary
unit and reserve i as an index.
For any matrix A, we define the Frobenius norm ‖A‖2 of A by (1.2), and
we use ‖A‖ to denote the spectral norm of A. We let In denote the n × n
identity matrix. Often we will just write I for the identity matrix when the
size can be deduced from the context.
We let C and K denote constants that are non-random and may take on
different values from one appearance to the next. The notation Kp means
that the constant K depends on another parameter p.
2. Main results
Studying the eigenvalues of deterministic perturbations of random matri-
ces has generated much interest. In particular, recent results have shown
that adding a low-rank perturbation to a large randommatrix barely changes
the global behavior of the eigenvalues. However, as illustrated below, some of
the eigenvalues can deviate away from the bulk of the spectrum. This behav-
ior, sometimes referred to as the BBP transition, was first studied by John-
stone [28] and Baik, Ben Arous, and Pe´che´ [5] for spiked covariance matrices.
Similar results have been obtained in [6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 32, 33, 39, 40, 43]
for other Hermitian random matrix models. Non-Hermitian models have
also been studied, including [14, 42, 49, 50] (iid random matrices), [38] (el-
liptic random matrices), and [10, 11] (matrices from the single ring theorem).
In this note, we focus on Hermitian random matrix ensembles perturbed
by non-Hermitian matrices. This model has recently been explored in [38,
44]. However, the results in [38, 44] address only the “outlier” eigenvalues,
and leave Question 1.2 unanswered for the bulk of the eigenvalues. The
goal of this paper is to address these bulk eigenvalues. We begin with some
examples.
2.1. Some example perturbations. In Example 1.1, we gave a determin-
istic example when M is Hermitian, P is non-Hermitian, and none of the
eigenvalues ofM+P are real. We begin this section by giving some random
examples where the same phenomenon holds. We first consider a Wigner
matrix perturbed by a diagonal matrix.
Theorem 2.1. For µ > 0, let ξ be a real random variable satisfying
P(ξ = x) ≤ 1− µ for all x ∈ R, (2.1)
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and let ζ be an arbitrary real random variable. Suppose W is an n × n
Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ. Let P be the diagonal matrix
P = diag(0, . . . , 0, γ
√−1) for some γ ∈ R with γ 6= 0. Then, for any α > 0,
there exists C > 0 (depending on α and µ) such that the following holds with
probability at least 1− Cn−α:
• if γ > 0, then all eigenvalues of 1√
n
W+P are in the upper half-plane
C
+ := {z ∈ C : Im(z) > 0}.
• if γ < 0, then all eigenvalues of 1√
n
W+P are in the lower half-plane
C
− := {z ∈ C : Im(z) < 0}.
Moreover, if ξ and ζ are absolutely continuous random variables, then the
above holds with probability 1.
Remark 2.2. The choice for the last coordinates of P to take the value
γ
√−1 is completely arbitrary. Since W is invariant under conjugation by a
permutation matrix, the same result also holds for P = γ
√−1vv∗, where v
is any n-dimensional standard basis vector.
Figure 1 depicts a numerical simulation of Theorem 2.1 when the entries
of W are Gaussian. The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on some recent results
due to Tao and Vu [52] and Nguyen, Tao, and Vu [35] concerning gaps
between eigenvalues of Wigner matrices.
The next result is similar to Theorem 2.1 and applies to perturbations of
random sample covariance matrices.
Theorem 2.3. Let ξ be an absolutely continuous real random variable.
Let Sn be a sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and parame-
ters (m,n), where m and n are positive integers, and take r := min{m,n}.
Let v be any n-dimensional standard basis vector, so one coordinate of v
equals 1 and the rest are 0. Then, with probability 1,
• if γ > 0, then Sn(I + γ
√−1vv∗) has r eigenvalues with positive
imaginary part, and
• if γ < 0, then Sn(I + γ
√−1vv∗) has r eigenvalues with negative
imaginary part.
The remaining n− r eigenvalues of Sn (if any) are all equal to 0.
Figure 2 gives a numerical demonstration of Theorem 2.3. We conjecture
that Theorem 2.3 can also be extended to the case when ξ is a discrete
random variable which satisfies a non-degeneracy condition, such as (2.1).
In order to prove such a result, one would need to extend the results of
[35, 52] to the sample covariance case; we do not pursue this matter here.
Below, we give a deterministic result with a similar flavor to Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.3 which applies to any Hermitian matrix.
Theorem 2.4. Let M be an n × n Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues
λ1, λ2, . . . , λn (including repetitions). Assume that the k eigenvalues λ1, . . . ,
λk are distinct. Then there exists a column vector v such that M+γ
√−1vv∗
shares the n−k eigenvalues λk+1, . . . , λn withM and also the following holds:
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-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
Figure 1. All imaginary eigenvalues after a rank-1
perturbation. Above is a plot of the eigenvalues of 1√
n
W+
P, where W is a 100 by 100 GOE matrix, and where P =
diag(0, . . . , 0,
√−1). As described in Theorem 2.1, all the
eigenvalues have positive imaginary part. Here, the minimum
imaginary part is 8.6294 × 10−7.
• if γ > 0, then M+ γ√−1vv∗ has k eigenvalues with positive imagi-
nary part, and
• if γ < 0, then M+ γ√−1vv∗ has k eigenvalues with negative imag-
inary part.
Furthermore, there are many choices for the vector v: if w1, . . . , wk are
eigenvectors corresponding to the k distinct eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λk of M,
then any v =
∑k
j=1 zjwj suffices, so long as the complex numbers zj 6= 0 for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Theorem 2.4 has a natural corollary applying to multiplicative pertur-
bations of the form M(I + P), where M can be any Hermitian matrix,
including a sample covariance matrix (see Corollary 3.6). In fact, we will
prove Theorem 2.3 essentially by combining a version of Theorem 2.4 (see
Lemma 3.5) with a lemma showing the necessary conditions on the eigen-
values and eigenvectors are satisfied with probability 1 (see Lemma 3.7).
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-0.02
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
0.14
0.16
Figure 2. All non-zero eigenvalues imaginary after
a rank-1 perturbation of a random sample covari-
ance matrix. Above is a plot of the eigenvalues (shown as
× symbols) of M = XTX, where X is the 30 by 100 ran-
dom matrix with iid standard real Gaussian entries, and the
eigenvalues (shown as ◦ symbols) of M(I +√−1vv∗) where
v = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T. There are 70 eigenvalues at the origin
which are the same for both matrices, and the other 30 eigen-
values for M(I +
√−1vv∗) have strictly positive imaginary
parts, with minimum 3.3117×10−8 , illustrating Theorem 2.3.
2.2. Global behavior of the eigenvalues. As Theorem 2.1 shows, it is
possible that no single eigenvalue of the sum M + P is real, even when M
is random and P has low rank. However, we can still describe the limiting
behavior of the eigenvalues. We do so in Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6
below, both of which are consequences of Theorem 1.3.
Recall that Wigner’s semicircle law µsc is the measure on R with density
given in (1.6). Here and in the sequel, we view µsc as a measure on C. In
particular, Definition 1.9 defines what it means for a sequence of probability
measures on C to converge to µsc. We observe that, as a measure on C,
µsc is not absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure). In
particular, the density ρsc given in (1.6) is not the density of µsc when
viewed as a measure on C. However, if f : C → C is a bounded continuous
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function, then∫
C
f(z)dµsc(z) =
∫
R
f(x)dµsc(x) =
∫ 2
−2
f(x)ρsc(x)dx.
Theorem 2.5 (Perturbed Wigner matrices). Let ξ and ζ be real random
variables, and assume ξ has unit variance. For each n ≥ 1, let Wn be an
n × n real symmetric Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ, and let
Pn be an arbitrary n× n deterministic matrix. If
lim
n→∞
1√
n
‖Pn‖2 = 0, (2.2)
then, with probability 1, the empirical spectral measure µ 1√
n
Wn+Pn
of 1√
n
Wn+
Pn converges weakly on C as n→∞ to the (non-random) measure µsc.
In the coming sections, we will typically consider the case when ‖Pn‖ =
O(1) and rank(Pn) = O(1). In this case, it follows that ‖Pn‖2 = O(1), and
hence (2.2) is satisfied.
We similarly consider the Marchenko–Pastur law µMP,y as a measure
on C. For perturbed sample covariance matrices, we can also recover the
Marchenko–Pastur law as the limiting distribution.
Theorem 2.6 (Perturbed sample covariance matrices). Let ξ be a real ran-
dom variable with mean zero, unit variance, and finite fourth moment. For
each n ≥ 1, let Sn be a sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and
parameters (m,n), where m is a function of n such that yn :=
m
n → y ∈
(0,∞) as n→∞. Let Pn be an arbitrary n×n deterministic matrix. If (2.2)
holds, then, with probability 1, the empirical spectral measure µ 1√
mn
Sn(I+Pn)
of 1√
mn
Sn(I + Pn) converges weakly on C as n → ∞ to the (non-random)
measure µMP,y.
2.3. More refined behavior of the eigenvalues. While Theorems 2.5
and 2.6 show that all but a vanishing proportion of the eigenvalues ofM+P
converge to the real line, the results do not quantitatively answer Ques-
tion 1.2. We now give a more quantitative bound on the imaginary part of
the eigenvalues.
We first consider the Wigner case. For any δ > 0, let Escδ denote the
δ-neighborhood of the interval [−2, 2] in the complex plane. That is,
Escδ :=
{
z ∈ C : inf
x∈[−2,2]
|z − x| ≤ δ
}
.
Here, we work with the interval [−2, 2] as this is the support of the semicircle
distribution µsc. Our main results below are motivated by the following
result from [38], which describes the eigenvalues of M := 1√
n
W + P when
W is a Wigner matrix and P is a deterministic matrix with rank O(1).
In the numerical analysis literature [30], such perturbations of Hermitian
matrices are sometimes referred to as nearly Hermitian matrices.
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Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 2.4 from [38]). Let ξ and ζ be real random vari-
ables. Assume ξ has mean zero, unit variance, and finite fourth moment;
suppose ζ has mean zero and finite variance. For each n ≥ 1, let Wn
be an n × n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ. Let k ≥ 1 and
δ > 0. For each n ≥ 1, let Pn be an n × n deterministic matrix, where
supn≥1 rank(Pn) ≤ k and supn≥1 ‖Pn‖ = O(1). Suppose for n sufficiently
large, there are no nonzero eigenvalues of Pn which satisfy
λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
∈ Esc3δ \ Escδ with |λi(Pn)| > 1,
and there are j eigenvalues λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) for some j ≤ k which satisfy
λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
∈ C \ Esc3δ with |λi(Pn)| > 1.
Then, almost surely, for n sufficiently large, there are exactly j eigenvalues
of 1√
n
Wn + Pn in the region C \ Esc2δ, and after labeling the eigenvalues
properly,
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
= λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1) (2.3)
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
See Figure 3 for a numerical example illustrating Theorem 2.7. Recently,
Rochet [44] has obtained the rate of convergence for the j eigenvalues char-
acterized in (2.3) as well as a description of their fluctuations.
While Theorem 2.7 describes the location of the “outlier” eigenvalues, it
says nothing substantial about the n− j eigenvalues in Esc2δ. We address this
point in the following theorem. We will require that the atom variables ξ
and ζ satisfy the following assumptions.
Definition 2.8 (Condition C0). We say the atom variables ξ and ζ satisfy
condition C0 if either one of the following conditions hold.
(i) ξ and ζ both have mean zero, unit variance, and finite moments of all
orders; that is, for every non-negative integer p, there exists a constant
Cp such that
E|ξ|p + E|ζ|p ≤ Cp.
(ii) ξ and ζ both have mean zero, ξ has unit variance, ζ has variance 2,
E[ξ3] = E[ζ3] = 0, and both ξ and ζ have sub-exponential tails, that
is, there exists ϑ > 0 such that
P(|ξ| ≥ t) ≤ ϑ−1 exp(−tϑ) and P(|ζ| ≥ t) ≤ ϑ−1 exp(−tϑ)
for all t > 0.
Theorem 2.9 (Location of the eigenvalues for Wigner matrices). Let ξ and
ζ be real random variables which satisfy condition C0. For each n ≥ 1, let
Wn be an n × n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ. Let k ≥ 1
and δ > 0. For each n ≥ 1, let Pn be an n× n deterministic matrix, where
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Figure 3. Wigner outliers and Theorem 2.7. Above
is a plot of the eigenvalues (marked by x’s) of a 2000 by
2000 matrix 1√
n
W+P, whereW is a GOE matrix and P =
diag(32 i, 1 + i, 2, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Three circles of radius 0.1 have
been drawn centered at (0, 56 ), (
3
2 , 1/2), and (
5
2 , 0), which are
the locations of the outliers predicted by Theorem 2.7.
supn≥1 rank(Pn) ≤ k and supn≥1 ‖Pn‖ = O(1). Suppose for n sufficiently
large, there are no eigenvalues of Pn which satisfy
|1− |λi(Pn)|| < δ
and there are j eigenvalues λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) for some j ≤ k which satisfy
|λi(Pn)| ≥ 1 + δ. (2.4)
Then, there exists a constant δ′ satisfying 0 < δ′ < δ
2
1+δ such that, for every
ε > 0, the following holds. Almost surely, for n sufficiently large, there are
exactly j eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn+Pn in the region C\Escδ′ , and after labeling
the eigenvalues properly,
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
= λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1)
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for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j. In addition, almost surely, for n sufficiently large, the
remaining eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn +Pn satisfy
sup
j+1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣Im
(
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
))∣∣∣∣ ≤ n−1+ε
and
sup
j+1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣Re
(
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
))∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 + n−2/3+ε.
In other words, Theorem 2.9 states that besides for the “outlier” eigen-
values noted in Theorem 2.7, all of the other eigenvalues are within n−1 of
the real line, up to nε multiplicative corrections. In addition, the real parts
of the eigenvalues highly concentrate in the region [−2, 2].
Similar results to Theorem 2.9 have also appeared in the mathematical
physics literature due to the role random matrix theory plays in describing
scattering in chaotic systems. We refer the interested reader to [23, 24, 25,
26, 46] and references therein. In particular, these works focus on the case
when Wn is drawn from the GOE or it complex Hermitian relative, the
Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE), and Pn is of the form Pn = −
√−1Γn,
where Γn is a positive definite matrix of low rank. We emphasis that the
methods used in [23, 24, 25, 26, 46] only apply to the GUE and GOE, while
Theorem 2.9 applies to a large class of Wigner matrices.
We now consider the sample covariance case. For simplicity, we will con-
sider sample covariance matrices with parameters (n, n), that is, sample
covariance matrices Sn of the form Sn = X
TX, where X is n× n. For any
δ > 0, let EMPδ be the δ-neighborhood of [0, 4] in the complex plane. That
is,
EMPδ :=
{
z ∈ C : inf
x∈[0,4]
|z − x| ≤ δ
}
.
Here, we work on [0, 4] as this is the support of µMP,1. Our main result for
sample covariance matrices is the following theorem. We assume the atom
variable ξ of Sn satisfies the following condition.
Definition 2.10 (Condition C1). We say the atom variable ξ satisfies con-
dition C1 if ξ has mean zero, unit variance, and finite moments of all orders,
that is, for every non-negative integer p there exists a constant Cp > 0 such
that
E|ξ|p ≤ Cp.
Theorem 2.11 (Location of the eigenvalues for sample covariance matri-
ces). Let ξ be a real random variable which satisfies condition C1. For each
n ≥ 1, let Sn be an n×n sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and
parameters (n, n). Let k ≥ 1 and δ > 0. For each n ≥ 1, let Pn be an n× n
deterministic matrix, where supn≥1 rank(Pn) ≤ k and supn≥1 ‖Pn‖ = O(1).
Suppose for n sufficiently large, there are no eigenvalues of Pn which satisfy
|1− |λi(Pn)|| < δ (2.5)
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and there are j eigenvalues λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) for some j ≤ k which satisfy
|λi(Pn)| ≥ 1 + δ. (2.6)
Then, there exists a constant δ′ satisfying 0 < δ′ < δ
2
1+δ such that, for every
ε > 0, the following holds. Almost surely, for n sufficiently large, there are
exactly j eigenvalues of 1nSn(I+Pn) in the region C\EMPδ′ , and after labeling
the eigenvalues properly,
λi
(
1
n
Sn(I+Pn)
)
= λi(Pn)
(
1 +
1
λi(Pn)
)2
+ o(1)
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j. In addition, almost surely, for n sufficiently large, the
remaining eigenvalues of 1nSn(I+Pn) either lie in the disk {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ δ′}
or the eigenvalues satisfy
sup
j+1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣Im
(
λi
(
1
n
Sn(I+Pn)
))∣∣∣∣ ≤ n−1+ε,
inf
j+1≤i≤n
Re
(
λi
(
1
n
Sn(I +Pn)
))
> 0,
and
sup
j+1≤i≤n
Re
(
λi
(
1
n
Sn(I +Pn)
))
≤ 4 + n−2/3+ε.
See Figure 4 for a numerical demonstration of Theorem 2.11.
2.4. Eigenvectors of random perturbations. In this section, we men-
tion a few results concerning the eigenvectors of perturbed Wigner matri-
ces. In particular, using the methods developed by Benaych-Georges and
Nadakuditi [8], when the perturbation Pn is random (and independent of
Wn), we can say more about the eigenvectors of
1√
n
Wn+Pn. For simplicity,
we consider the case when Pn is a rank one normal matrix.
Theorem 2.12 (Eigenvectors: Wigner case). Let ξ and ζ be real random
variables. Assume ξ has mean zero, unit variance, and finite fourth moment;
suppose ζ has mean zero and finite variance. For each n ≥ 1, let Wn be
an n× n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ. In addition, for each
n ≥ 1, let un be a random vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere
in Rn or, respectively, in Cn; and let un be independent of Wn. Set Pn =
θunu
∗
n, where θ ∈ C and |θ| > 1. Then there exists δ > 0 (depending on θ)
such that the following holds. Almost surely, for n sufficiently large, there is
exactly one eigenvalue of 1√
n
Wn+Pn outside Escδ , and this eigenvalue takes
the value θ + 1θ + o(1). Let vn be the unit eigenvector corresponding to this
eigenvalue. Then, almost surely,
|u∗nvn|2 −→
∣∣∣∫ ρsc(x)
x−θ˜ dx
∣∣∣2∫ ρsc(x)
|x−θ˜|2 dx
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Figure 4. Sample covariance outliers and Theo-
rem 2.11. Above is a plot of the eigenvalues (marked by
x’s) of a 2000 by 2000 matrix 1nX
TX(I + P), where X has
iid standard real Gaussian entries and P = diag(−32 , 32 i, 1 +
i, 2, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Three circles of radius 0.2 have been drawn
centered at (−16 , 0), (2, 56), (72 , 12), and (92 , 0), which are the
locations of the outliers predicted by Theorem 2.11.
as n → ∞, where θ˜ := θ + 1θ and ρsc is the density of the semicircle law
given in (1.6).
The first part of Theorem 2.12 follows from Theorem 2.7. The second
part, regarding the unit eigenvector vn is new. In particular, Theorem 2.12
describes the portion of the vector vn pointing in direction un. In the case
when Pn is Hermitian (i.e. θ ∈ R), we recover a special case of [8, Theorem
2.2]. We also have the following version for the sample covariance case.
Theorem 2.13 (Eigenvectors: sample covariance case). Let ξ be a real
random variable which satisfies condition C1. For each n ≥ 1, let Sn be
an n × n sample covariance matrix with atom variables ξ and parameters
(n, n). In addition, for each n ≥ 1, let un be a random vector uniformly
distributed on the unit sphere in Rn or, respectively, in Cn; and let un be
independent of Sn. Set Pn = θunu
∗
n, where θ ∈ C and |θ| > 1. Then there
exists δ > 0 (depending on θ) such that the following holds. Almost surely,
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for n sufficiently large, there is exactly one eigenvalue of 1nSn(I+Pn) outside
EMPδ , and this eigenvalue takes the value θ
(
1 + 1θ
)2
+o(1). Let vn be the unit
eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue. Then, almost surely,
|u∗nvn|2 −→
∣∣∣∫ xρMP,1(x)
x−θˆ dx
∣∣∣2∫ x2ρMP,1(x)
|x−θˆ|2 dx
as n→∞, where θˆ := θ (1 + 1θ)2 and ρMP,1 is the density of the Marchenko-
Pastur law given in (1.7) and (1.8) with y = 1.
Remark 2.14. Both Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.13 can be extended to
the case when Pn is non-normal. For instance, Theorem 2.12 holds when
Pn := σunw
∗
n, where σ > 0, where un and wn are unit vectors, where
un is a random vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in R
n or,
respectively, in Cn, and where (un, wn) is independent of Wn (but un and
wn are not necessarily assumed independent of each other). In this case, Pn
has eigenvalue θ := σw∗nun with corresponding unit eigenvector un. Since
θ is now random and (possibly) dependent on n, it must be additionally
assumed that almost surely |θ| > 1 + ε for some ε > 0. Similarly, both
theorems can also be extended to the case when Pn has rank larger than
one. These extensions can be proved by modifying the arguments presented
in Section 6.
2.5. Critical points of characteristic polynomials. As an application
of our main results, we study the critical points of characteristic polynomials
of random matrices. Recall that a critical point of a polynomial f is a root of
its derivative f ′. There are many results concerning the location of critical
points of polynomials whose roots are known. For example, the famous
Gauss–Lucas theorem offers a geometric connection between the roots of a
polynomial and the roots of its derivative.
Theorem 2.15 (Gauss–Lucas; Theorem 6.1 from [34]). If f is a non-
constant polynomial with complex coefficients, then all zeros of f ′ belong
to the convex hull of the set of zeros of f .
Pemantle and Rivin [36] initiated the study of a probabilistic version of
the Gauss–Lucas theorem. In particular, they studied the critical points of
the polynomial
pn(z) := (z −X1) · · · (z −Xn) (2.7)
when X1, . . . ,Xn are iid complex-valued random variables. Their results
were later generalized by Kabluchko [29] to the following.
Theorem 2.16 (Theorem 1.1 from [29]). Let µ be any probability measure
on C. Let X1,X2, . . . be a sequence of iid random variables with distribution
µ. For each n ≥ 1, let pn be the degree n polynomial given in (2.7). Then
the empirical measure constructed from the critical points of pn converges
weakly to µ in probability as n→∞.
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Theorem 2.16 was later extended by the first author; indeed, in [37], the
critical points of characteristic polynomials for certain classes of random
matrices drawn from the compact classical matrix groups are studied. Here,
we extend these results to classes of perturbed randommatrices. For an n×n
matrix A, we let pA(z) := det(A− zI) denote the characteristic polynomial
of A. In this way, the empirical spectral measure µA can be viewed as the
empirical measure constructed from the roots of pA. Let µ
′
A
denote the
empirical measure constructed from the critical points of pA. That is,
µ′A :=
1
n− 1
n−1∑
k=1
δξk ,
where ξ1, . . . , ξn−1 are the critical points of pA counted with multiplicity.
We prove the following result for Wigner random matrices.
Theorem 2.17. Assume ξ, ζ,Wn, and Pn satisfy the assumptions of Theo-
rem 2.9. In addition, for n sufficiently large, assume that the j eigenvalues of
Pn which satisfy (2.4) do not depend on n. Then, almost surely, µ
′
1√
n
Wn+Pn
converges weakly on C as n→∞ to the (non-random) measure µsc.
A numerical example of Theorem 2.17 appears in Figure 5.
Remark 2.18. Due to the outlier eigenvalues (namely, those eigenvalues in
C\Escδ′ ) observed in Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, the convex hull of the eigenvalues
of 1√
n
Wn + Pn can be quite large. In particular, it does not follow from
the Gauss–Lucas theorem (Theorem 2.15) that the majority of the critical
points converge to the real line. On the other hand, besides describing the
limiting distribution, Theorem 2.17 asserts that all but o(n) of the critical
points converge to the real line.
2.6. Outline. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of our main
results. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and
Theorem 2.4. The results in Section 2.2 are proven in Section 4. Section 5
contains the proof of our main result from Section 2.3. Theorem 2.12 and
Theorem 2.13 are proven in Section 6. We prove Theorem 2.17 in Section
7. Lastly, the appendix contains a number of auxiliary results.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and Theorem 2.4
3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1. We begin this section with a proof of The-
orem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.4 is in Subsection 3.2, and the proof of
Theorem 2.3 is in Subsection 3.3.
Recall that two non-constant polynomials P and Q with real coefficients
have weakly interlacing zeros if
• their degrees are equal or differ by one,
• their zeros are all real, and
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Figure 5. Critical points and eigenvalues. Above is a
plot of the eigenvalues (marked by x’s) of a 50 by 50 matrix
1√
n
W +P, where W is a Wigner matrix with standard real
Gaussian atom variables and P = diag(32 i, 1+i, 2, 0, 0, . . . , 0).
The critical points (marked by o’s) of the characteristic poly-
nomial of the matrix 1√
n
W+P are also plotted above. Note
that the critical points match closely with the eigenvalues,
demonstrating Theorem 2.17. Three circles of radius 0.5 have
been drawn centered at (0, 56 ), (
3
2 , 1/2), and (
5
2 , 0), which are
the locations of the outliers predicted by Theorem 2.7; no-
tably, there appear to be outlier critical points that match
closely with the outlier eigenvalues.
• there exists an ordering such that
α1 ≤ β1 ≤ α2 ≤ β2 ≤ · · · ≤ αs ≤ βs ≤ · · · , (3.1)
where α1, α2, . . . are the zeros of one polynomial and β1, β2, . . . are
those of the other.
If, in the ordering (3.1), no equality sign occurs, then P and Q have strictly
interlacing zeros. Analogously, we say two Hermitian matrices have weakly
or strictly interlacing eigenvalues if the respective interlacing property holds
for the zeros of their characteristic polynomials.
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We begin with the following criterion, which completely characterizes
when the zeros of two polynomials have strictly interlacing zeros.
Theorem 3.1 (Hermite–Biehler; Theorem 6.3.4 from [41]). Let P and Q be
non-constant polynomials with real coefficients. Then P and Q have strictly
interlacing zeros if and only if the polynomials f(z) := P (z)+
√−1Q(z) has
all its zeros in the upper half-plane C+ or in the lower half-plane C−.
We now extend Theorem 3.1 to the characteristic polynomial of a per-
turbed Hermitian matrix.
Lemma 3.2. Let n ≥ 2. Suppose A is an n × n Hermitian matrix of the
form
A =
[
B X
X∗ d
]
,
where B is a (n−1)× (n−1) Hermitian matrix, X ∈ Cn−1, and d ∈ R. Let
P be the diagonal matrix P := diag(0, . . . , 0, γ
√−1) for some γ ∈ R with
γ 6= 0. Then all eigenvalues of A + P are in the upper half-plane C+ or
the lower half-plane C− if and only if the eigenvalues of A and B strictly
interlace.
Proof. We observe that the characteristic polynomial ofA+P can be written
as
det(A+P− zI) = det
(
B− zI X
X∗ d− z +√−1γ
)
= det
(
B− zI X
X∗ d− z
)
+ det
(
B− zI X
0
√−1γ
)
= det(A− zI) +√−1γ det(B− zI)
by linearity of the determinant. Since A and B are Hermitian matrices, it
follows that their characteristic polynomials det(A − zI) and det(B − zI)
are non-constant polynomials with real coefficients. Hence, the polynomial
γ det(B− zI) is also a non-constant polynomial with real coefficients. Thus,
the claim follows from Theorem 3.1. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we will also need the following lemma,
which is based on the arguments of Tao-Vu [52] and Nguyen-Tao-Vu [35].
Lemma 3.3 (Strict eigenvalue interlacing). Let µ > 0, and let ξ be a real
random variables such that (2.1) holds. Let ζ be an arbitrary real random
variable. Suppose W is an n×n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ.
Let W′ be the upper-left (n−1)× (n−1) minor of W. Then, for any α > 0,
there exists C > 0 (depending on α and µ) such that, with probability at
least 1−Cn−α, the eigenvalues of W strictly interlace with the eigenvalues
of W′.
Furthermore, if ξ and ζ are absolutely continuous random variables, then
the eigenvalues of W and W′ strictly interlace with probability 1.
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We present a proof of Lemma 3.3 in Appendix A based on the arguments
from [35, 52]. We now complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let W′ be the upper-left (n − 1)× (n− 1) minor of
W. We decompose W +
√
nP as
W+
√
nP =
[
W′ X
XT wnn +
√−1γ√n
]
,
where X is the n-th column of W with the n-th entry removed and wnn is
the (n, n)-entry of W.
Let α > 0, and let Ψ be the event where the eigenvalues of W and W′
strictly interlace. Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists C > 0 (depending on
µ and α) such that
P(Ψ) ≥ 1− Cn−α.
When ξ and ζ are absolutely continuous random variables, the second part
of Lemma 3.3 implies that Ψ holds with probability 1. Moreover, on the
event Ψ, Lemma 3.2 implies that all the eigenvalues ofW+
√
nP are in the
upper half-plane or the lower half-plane. Hence, the same is true for the
eigenvalues of 1√
n
W +P on the event Ψ.
It remains to show that the choice of C+ or C− is determined by the sign
of γ. We observe that
Im
(
tr
(
1√
n
W +P
))
= γ
since W is a real-symmetric matrix. As the trace of a matrix is the sum of
its eigenvalues, it follows that, on the event Ψ,
• if γ > 0, then all the eigenvalues of 1√
n
W +P are in C+,
• if γ < 0, then all the eigenvalues of 1√
n
W +P are in C−.
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.4. We will prove Theorem 2.4 from the slightly
stronger result below.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be an n × n Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues
λ1, λ2, . . . , λn (including repetitions). Assume that the k eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λk
are distinct, with corresponding unit eigenvectors w1, . . . , wk. Let (z1, . . . , zk)
be a list of non-zero complex scalers, let (a1, . . . , ak) be a list of non-zero real
scalers, and define the vectors v :=
∑k
i=1 ziwi and u :=
∑k
i=1 aiziwi. Then
the matrix M+
√−1uv∗ shares the n− k eigenvalues λk+1, . . . , λn with M
and also the following holds:
• if ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k, thenM+
√−1uv∗ has exactly k eigenvalues
with positive imaginary part, and
• if ai < 0 for i = 1, . . . , k, thenM+
√−1uv∗ has exactly k eigenvalues
with negative imaginary part.
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Note that Theorem 2.4 follows from Theorem 3.4 by taking ai = γ for
i = 1, . . . , k.
We will prove Theorem 3.4 by way of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a real diagonal n×n matrix with the first k diagonal
entries distinct real numbers and with no constraints on the remaining diag-
onal entries, let E be a real diagonal n × n matrix with the first k diagonal
entries strictly positive and all other diagonal entries equal to zero, and let
u be any column vector with the first k entries non-zero complex numbers
and no constraints on the remaining entries. Then for any real number γ
the following holds:
• if γ > 0, then D+γE√−1uu∗ has exactly k eigenvalues with positive
imaginary part,
• if γ < 0, then D+γE√−1uu∗ has exactly k eigenvalues with negative
imaginary part, and
regardless of the sign of γ, the matrix D+γE
√−1uu∗ has n−k eigenvalues
matching the last n− k diagonal entries in D.
Proof. Let E[−1] denote the partial inverse of E where non-zero entries are
inverted and zero entries remain the same. Thus E[−1]E = I[k], the diagonal
matrix with the first k diagonal entries equal to 1 and all other entries equal
to 0.
Let M′ be the upper-left k by k minor for D+ γE
√−1uu∗ and let w be
an eigenvector for M′ with eigenvalue λ. We will also view w as a length n
vector by padding with zeros (i.e., defining a new, n-dimensional vector also
called w by keeping the first k entries and setting entries k + 1 to n equal
to 0); it will be clear from context whether we are viewing w in dimension
k or dimension n.
Looking only at the first k columns, the last n−k rows of D+γE√−1uu∗
are all equal to zero. For w an eigenvector of M′ with eigenvalue λ, we thus
see that padding with zeros so w is an n-dimensional vector implies that w
is also an eigenvector with the eigenvalue λ for the matrix D+ γE
√−1uu∗.
We will show that each of the k eigenvalues for M′ has non-zero imaginary
part with the same sign as γ.
Because M′w = λw, we also have (D+ γE
√−1uu∗)w = λw. If u∗w = 0,
then w is also an eigenvector for D, and because the only non-zero entries
in w are in the first k coordinates, we must have that w is a standard basis
vector with a 1 in coordinate i and zeros everywhere else, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
But since each of the first k coordinates of u is non-zero by assumption, we
have u∗w 6= 0, a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that u∗w 6= 0.
Consider the number w∗E[−1]λw and note that
w∗E[−1]λw = w∗E[−1](D+ γE
√−1uu∗)w = w∗E[−1]Dw + γ√−1w∗I[k]uu∗w
= w∗E[−1]Dw + γ
√−1w∗uu∗w
= w∗E[−1]Dw + γ
√−1 |u∗w|2 .
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The last line above is a real number plus a non-zero purely imaginary num-
ber, and dividing by the positive real number w∗E[−1]w shows that the
imaginary part of λ is γ
√−1 |u∗w|2 /(w∗E[−1]w), which has the same sign
as γ. Thus we have shown that D + γE
√−1uu∗ has k eigenvalues with
non-zero imaginary part, each of which has the same sign as γ.
To show that the remaining n−k eigenvalues match the last n−k diagonal
entries in D (which are all real), note that the matrix D+ γE
√−1uu∗ has
block structure (
M′ •
0 D2
)
,
where 0 is the n − k by k zero matrix, • is unspecified entries, and D2
is an n − k by n − k diagonal matrix with diagonal entries matching the
last n − k entries in D. Because of the block diagonal structure with all
lower-triangular entries outside of the blocks equal to zero, we have that
p
D+γE
√−1uu∗(z) = pM′(z)pD2(z), where pA(z) is the characteristic polyno-
mial for a square matrix A; thus, each diagonal entry in D2 is an eigenvalue
for D+ γE
√−1uu∗, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Given that M is Hermitian with k distinct eigenval-
ues, we can find a unitary matrix U such that U∗MU = D, a diagonal ma-
trix with the first k diagonal entries distinct and so that the first k columns
of U are the eigenvectors w1, . . . , wk in order. Let γ = 1 if ai > 0 for
i = 1, . . . , k, and let γ = −1 if ai < 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. Let E be the diago-
nal matrix with the first k diagonal entries γa1, . . . , γak (which are positive
real numbers), and let the remaining diagonal entries of E be equal to zero.
Finally, let z = (z1, . . . , zk, 0, . . . , 0)
T, and note that v = Uz and u = UγEz
from their definitions.
The eigenvalues of M+
√−1uv∗ are the same as the eigenvalues of
U∗(M+
√−1uv∗)U = D+√−1U∗(UγEz)(Uz)∗U = D+ γ√−1Ezz∗
Applying Lemma 3.5 to D+ γ
√−1Ezz∗ completes the proof. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We begin with a corollary to Theorem 3.4
adapting results on additive perturbations to multiplicative perturbations.
Corollary 3.6. LetM be an n×n Hermitian matrix with k distinct, positive
eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λk with corresponding unit eigenvectors w1, . . . , wk. Let
v be any linear combination
∑k
i=1 ziwi where the zi are complex scalers and
zi 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. Then
• if γ > 0, M(I + γ√−1vv∗) has exactly k eigenvalues with positive
imaginary part, and
• if γ < 0, M(I+γ√−1vv∗) has at exactly k eigenvalues with negative
imaginary part.
Furthermore, regardless of the value of γ 6= 0, the matrix M(I+ γ√−1vv∗)
shares n− k eigenvalues with M.
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Proof. Since M is Hermitian, there exists an unitary matrix U such that
U∗MU = D, where D = diag(λ1, . . . , λn), where λ1, . . . , λk are distinct,
non-zero eigenvalues, and where the columns of U are w1, . . . , wn. Note
that v = Uz where z = (z1, . . . , zk, 0, . . . , 0)
T.
Conjugating by U∗, we see that the eigenvalues of M(I + γ
√−1vv∗) are
the same as the eigenvalues of D+γD
√−1zz∗ = D+√−1(γDz)z∗. We can
now apply Theorem 3.4, noting that the eigenvectors corresponding to the
k distinct, positive eigenvalues of D are standard basis vectors and setting
v = z and u = γDz. 
To prove Theorem 2.3, we will make use of the following lemma, which
characterizes some almost sure properties of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of Sn.
Lemma 3.7. Let m and n be positive integers, and set r := min{m,n}.
If Sn is a sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and parameters
(m,n), where ξ is an absolutely continuous random variable, then
• with probability 1, the matrix Sn has r distinct, strictly positive
eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λr, and
• with probability 1, any eigenvector v = (v1, . . . , vn) for Sn corre-
sponding to one of the non-zero eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λr has all non-
zero coordinates, i.e. vi 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The proof of Lemma 3.7 is given in Appendix B.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The matrix Sn is Hermitian, so there exists a unitary
matrix U such that U∗SnU = D, a diagonal matrix with real diagonal
entries in decreasing order. Because Sn is a random sample covariance
matrix, we know with probability 1 from Lemma 3.7 that D has the first
r = min{m,n} diagonal entries λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λr > 0 distinct and strictly
positive, and all remaining diagonal entries, if any, equal to zero (which
follows by considering the rank of Sn). Let v be a standard basis vector
and let {wi}ni=1 be the columns of U, which form an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors for Sn; thus, we can write v =
∑n
i=1 ziwi where each complex
constant zi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r with probability 1 (again by Lemma 3.7).
Consider the matrix Sn(I + γ
√−1vv∗) and note that it has the same
eigenvalues as
U∗Sn(I+ γ
√−1vv∗)U = D+ γD√−1U∗vv∗U
We may now apply Lemma 3.5 with E = D and k = r, noting that u = U∗v
is a vector with all coordinates non-zero with probability 1 and that the
conditions on D and E are also satisfied with probability 1. 
4. Proof of results in Section 2.2
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. We
will use Theorem 1.3 to show that the empirical spectral measure of a Her-
mitian matrix does not significantly change when perturbed by a arbitrary
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matrix P. Indeed, both theorems will follow from the deterministic lemma
below.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be an n × n Hermitian matrix, and assume P is an
arbitrary n×n matrix. Then for any bounded, Lipschitz function f : C→ C,
there exists a constant C > 0 (depending only on the Lipschitz constant of
f) such that ∣∣∣∣
∫
fdµM −
∫
fdµM+P
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C√n‖P‖2.
Proof. Let f : C → C be a bounded, Lipschitz function with Lipschitz
constant Cf . Let λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn denote the ordered eigenvalues of M. Let
α1 +
√−1β1, . . . , αn +
√−1βn be the eigenvalues of M+P ordered so that
α1 ≥ · · · ≥ αn. Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 1.3,
we obtain∣∣∣∣
∫
fdµM −
∫
fdµM+P
∣∣∣∣ = 1n
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
f(λi)−
n∑
i=1
f(αi +
√−1βi)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Cf
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣λi − αi −√−1βi∣∣
≤ Cf√
n
√√√√ n∑
i=1
∣∣λi − αi −√−1βi∣∣2
≤
√
2Cf√
n
‖P‖2,
as desired. 
Remark 4.2. One can also show that
L(µM, µM+P)
3 ≤ 1
n
‖P‖22,
where L(µ, ν) denotes the Levy distance between the probability measures
µ and ν. See [3, Theorem A.38] and [3, Remark A.39] for details.
We now prove Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By the portmanteau theorem (see, for instance, [20,
Theorem 11.3.3]), it suffices to show that, a.s.,
lim
n→∞
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Wn+Pn
=
∫
fdµsc
for every bounded, Lipschitz function f : C→ C.
Theorem 1.10 implies that, almost surely,
lim
n→∞
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Wn
=
∫
fdµsc
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for every bounded, Lipschitz function f : R → R (and hence for every
bounded, Lipschitz function f : C → C). Thus, by the triangle inequality,
it suffices to show
lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Wn
−
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Wn+Pn
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
The claim now follows from Lemma 4.1 and condition (2.2). 
In order to prove Theorem 2.6, we will need the following well-known
bound on the spectral norm of a sample covariance matrix.
Theorem 4.3 (Spectral norm of a sample covariance matrix; Theorem 5.8
from [3]). Let ξ be a real random variable with mean zero, unit variance,
and finite fourth moment. For each n ≥ 1, let Sn be a sample covariance
matrix with atom variable ξ and parameters (m,n), where m is a function
of n such that yn :=
m
n → y ∈ (0,∞) as n→∞. Then a.s.
lim sup
n→∞
1√
mn
‖Sn‖ ≤ λ+,
where λ+ is defined in (1.8).
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Since Sn(I + P) = Sn + SnP, it suffices, by Theo-
rem 1.11 and Lemma 4.1, to show that a.s. 1
n
√
m
‖SnP‖2 → 0 as n → ∞.
From [3, Theorem A.10], it follows that
‖SnPn‖2 ≤ ‖Sn‖‖Pn‖2.
Hence, the claim follows from Theorem 4.3 and condition (2.2). 
5. Proof of results in Section 2.3
This section is devoted to the results in Section 2.3. We begin with the
following deterministic lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (Eigenvalue criterion). Let M and P be arbitrary n×n matri-
ces. Suppose z ∈ C is not an eigenvalue of M. Then z is an eigenvalue of
M+P if and only if
det(I+ (M− zI)−1P) = 0.
Proof. Suppose z ∈ C is not an eigenvalue of M. Then z is an eigenvalue of
M+P if and only if
det(M+P− zI) = 0.
This is equivalent to the condition that
det(M− zI) det(I+ (M− zI)−1P) = 0. (5.1)
Since z is not an eigenvalue of M, det(M − zI) 6= 0. Thus, condition (5.1)
is equivalent to
det(I+ (M− zI)−1P) = 0,
as desired. 
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Versions of Lemma 5.1 have also appeared in [2, 4, 6, 8, 15, 32, 33, 38,
40, 49].
We will also make use of the following identity:
det (I+AB) = det (I+BA) , (5.2)
valid for arbitrary n× k matrices A and k×n matrices B. We observe that
the left-hand side is an n×n determinant while the right-hand side is a k×k
determinant. For low-rank perturbations, we will apply (5.2) with k fixed
and n tending to infinity to transform an unbounded-dimensional problem
to a finite-dimensional one.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 2.9. We now focus on the proof of Theorem 2.9.
We will need the following concentration result for the largest eigenvalues
of a Wigner matrix.
Lemma 5.2 (Bounds on the largest eigenvalue [22, 13, 21]). Let ξ and ζ
be real random variables which satisfy condition C0. For each n ≥ 1, let
Wn be an n×n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ. Then, for any
ε > 0, a.s., for n sufficiently large,
sup
1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣ 1√nλi(Wn)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 + n−2/3+ε.
Lemma 5.2 follows from [22, Theorem 2.1] (see also [32, Theorem 3.7])
for condition C0 (ii) by applying the Borel–Cantelli lemma; and the same
conclusion follows under condition C0 (i) using [13, equation (2.33)] (which
follows from [21, Theorem 7.6]) and the Borel–Cantelli lemma.
We define msc to be the Stieltjes transform of the semicircle law. That is,
msc(z) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
ρsc(x)
x− z dx
for z ∈ C with z 6∈ [−2, 2]. In addition, msc is also characterized as the
unique solution of
msc(z) +
1
msc(z)
+ z = 0 (5.3)
that satisfies Immsc(z) > 0 when Im(z) > 0, extended where possible by
analyticity.
Lemma 5.3. For all z ∈ C with z 6∈ [−2, 2], |msc(z)| ≤ 1.
Proof. The case when Im z > 0 follows from [22, Lemma 3.4]. By symmetry,
we also obtain that |msc(z)| ≤ 1 when Im z < 0. Thus, it suffices to consider
the case when z is real. A simple continuity argument verifies the same
bound on R \ [−2, 2]. 
The key tool we will need to prove Theorem 2.9 is the following isotropic
semicircle law from [13, 32].
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Theorem 5.4 (Isotropic semicircle law). Let ξ and ζ be real random vari-
ables which satisfy condition C0. For each n ≥ 1, letWn be an n×nWigner
matrix with atom variables ξ and ζ, and let un and vn be unit vectors in C
n.
Then, for any κ > 3 and ε > 0, a.s.
lim
n→∞ supz∈Sn(κ,ε)
∣∣∣∣∣u∗n
(
1√
n
Wn − zI
)−1
vn −msc(z)u∗nvn
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, (5.4)
where Sn(κ, ε) is the union of{
z = E +
√−1η : |E| ≤ κ , n−1+ε ≤ |η| ≤ κ}
and {
z = E +
√−1η : 2 + n−2/3+ε ≤ |E| ≤ κ , |η| ≤ κ
}
. (5.5)
Theorem 5.4 essentially follows from [13, Theorems 2.12 and 2.15] and [32,
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3]. We require both sets of theorems because Definition
2.8 (condition C0) has two separate (non-equivalent) conditions. Indeed,
the results in [13] hold under the first set of conditions in Definition 2.8 and
those in [32] hold under the second set.
Theorem 5.4 follows from the results in [13, 32] with the following modi-
fications.
• The results in [13, 32] only deal with points z ∈ Sn(κ, ε) ∩ C+ (i.e.
points in the upper half-plane). Since the entries ofWn are real, we
have (
1√
n
Wn − zI
)−1
=
(
1√
n
Wn − zI
)−1
,
and hence the results also easily extend to the lower half-plane.
• The results in [13, 32] also only hold for a fixed point z ∈ Sn(κ, ε).
However, this can easily be overcome by a simple net argument; see
[13, Remark 2.6] and [32, Remark 2.4] for details.
• In [13, Theorem 2.15] and [32, Theorem 2.3], the authors consider a
region similar to (5.5) but missing the case when η = 0 (i.e. the part
of the region in (5.5) that intersects the real line). This issue can be
remedied, however, by using the net argument of the previous bullet
point along with the facts below that ensure that real line is close
enough to where [13, Theorem 2.15] and [32, Theorem 2.3] hold with
sufficient strength. Indeed, due to the fact that Im(msc(z)) becomes
nearly proportional to Im(z) (see [13, Lemma 7.1]), the error bounds
in [13, Theorem 2.15] and [32, Theorem 2.3] can be bounded by a
term that does not depend on η. This, along with the fact that that
msc is Lipschitz continuous with constant at most 5n
2/3 on Sn(κ, ε)
shows that the net argument extends to include the real line (see
also [13, Remark 2.7] for similar reasoning in the sample covariance
case).
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• Finally, the results in [13, 32] hold with very high probability. To
achieve the almost sure bounds in Theorem 5.4, one can apply the
Borel–Cantelli lemma.
With Theorem 5.4 in hand, we can now prove Theorem 2.9.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Take κ := supn≥1 ‖Pn‖+ 3. By Lemma 5.2, a.s., for
n sufficiently large, ∥∥∥∥ 1√nWn +Pn
∥∥∥∥ ≤ κ,
and hence all eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn +Pn are contained in the region
{z ∈ C : |z| ≤ κ} ⊆ {z = E +√−1η : |E| ≤ κ, |η| ≤ κ}.
In addition, by Lemma 5.2 (and the fact that the eigenvalues ofWn are real),
a.s., for n sufficiently large, no eigenvalue of 1√
n
Wn can be in Sn(κ, ε), where
Sn(κ, ε) is defined in Theorem 5.4. Thus, in view of Lemma 5.1, we find
that z ∈ Sn(κ, ε) is an eigenvalue of 1√nWn +Pn if and only if
det(I+Gn(z)Pn) = 0,
where
Gn(z) :=
(
1√
n
Wn − zI
)−1
is the resolvent of 1√
n
Wn. By the singular value decomposition, we can
write Pn = AnBn for some n × k and k × n matrices An and Bn, both
of operator norm O(1). Thus, by (5.2), it follows that z ∈ Sn(κ, ε) is an
eigenvalue of 1√
n
Wn +Pn if and only if
det(I+BnGn(z)An) = 0. (5.6)
Observe that the determinant in (5.6) is a determinant of an k × k matrix.
Since k = O(1), Theorem 5.4 implies that, a.s.,
det(I+BnGn(z)An) = det(I+msc(z)BnAn) + o(1)
uniformly for z ∈ Sn(κ, ε). By another application of (5.2), we conclude
that if z ∈ Sn(κ, ε) is an eigenvalue of 1√nWn +Pn, then
det(I+msc(z)BnAn) = det(I+msc(z)Pn) = o(1). (5.7)
We will return to (5.7) in a moment, but first need to restrict the domain
Sn(κ, ε) slightly. We recall that the eigenvalues λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) satisfy
|λi(Pn)| ≥ 1 + δ, (5.8)
and the remaining nontrivial eigenvalues of Pn (some of which may be zero)
satisfy
|λi(Pn)| ≤ 1− δ (5.9)
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for j + 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By Lemma 5.5 below, there exists δ′ > 0 such that
δ′ < δ
2
1+δ and
λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
6∈ Esc3δ′ for 1 ≤ i ≤ j. (5.10)
Hence the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. By Theorem 2.7, a.s.,
for n sufficiently large, there are exactly j eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn+Pn in the
region C \ Esc2δ′ and after labeling the eigenvalues properly
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
= λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Thus, it suffices to show that a.s. the remaining n − j
eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn +Pn are not contained in
S˜n(κ, ε) := Sn(κ, ε) ∩ Esc2δ′ .
Returning to (5.7), we see that a.s., for n sufficiently large, if z ∈ S˜n(κ, ε)
is an eigenvalue of 1√
n
Wn +Pn, then
det(I+msc(z)Pn) =
k∏
i=1
(1 +msc(z)λi(Pn)) = o(1). (5.11)
In order to reach a contradiction, suppose z ∈ S˜n(κ, ε) is an eigenvalue of
1√
n
Wn +Pn and that (5.11) holds. Then there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that
1 +msc(z)λi(Pn) = o(1). (5.12)
There are two cases to consider: either λi(Pn) satisfies (5.8) or (5.9). How-
ever, in view of Lemma 5.3, it must be the case that (5.8) holds, and hence
1 ≤ i ≤ j. Thus, from (5.12), we find that
msc(z) =
−1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1).
Using (5.3), this yields that
z = λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1).
From (5.10), for n sufficiently large, this implies that z 6∈ Esc2δ′ , a contradiction
of our assumption that z ∈ S˜n(κ, ε). We conclude that, a.s., for n sufficiently
large, no eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn+Pn are contained in S˜n(κ, ε), and the proof
is complete. 
It remains to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose λ ∈ C with |λ| ≥ 1 + δ for some δ > 0. Then there
exists δ′ > 0 (depending only on δ) such that
λ+
1
λ
6∈ Escδ′ .
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Furthermore, one can ensure that δ′ < δ
2
1+δ .
Proof. For any r > 1, let Er denote the ellipse
Er :=
{
z ∈ C : Re(z)
2(
r + 1r
)2 + Im(z)2(
r − 1r
)2 = 1
}
.
Let dist(Er, [−2, 2]) denote the distance in the complex plane between the
ellipse Er and the line segment [−2, 2] ⊂ R.
Assume λ ∈ C with |λ| ≥ 1 + δ. We write λ in polar coordinates as
λ = re
√−1θ, where r ≥ 1 + δ. Thus,
λ+
1
λ
=
(
r +
1
r
)
cos θ +
√−1
(
r − 1
r
)
sin θ.
We conclude that λ + 1λ ∈ Er. We also note that, for r > 1, the function
r 7→ r + 1/r is strictly increasing. This shows that Er and the segment
[−2, 2] are disjoint, since r + 1r > 2.
It follows that Er and the line segment [−2, 2] are compact disjoint sub-
sets in the complex plane. Hence, dist(Er, [−2, 2]) > 0, and the first claim
follows.
To show that δ′ < δ
2
1+δ , we note that, because δ
′ depends only on δ, we
may choose λ = 1+ δ. Thus, we know that λ+ 1λ − 2 = 1+ δ+ 11+δ − 2 > δ′,
an inequality that can be rearranged to show δ′ < δ
2
1+δ . 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 2.11. We now turn our attention to the the proof
of Theorem 2.11. Let mMP be the Stieltjes transform of the Marchenko–
Pastur law µMP,1. That is,
mMP(z) :=
∫
R
ρMP,1(x)
x− z dx
for z ∈ C with z 6∈ [0, 4], where ρMP,1 is the density defined in (1.7) and
(1.8) with y = 1. In particular, mMP is characterized as the unique solution
of
mMP(z) +
1
z + zmMP(z)
= 0 (5.13)
satisfying ImmMP(z) > 0 for Im z > 0 and extended where possible by
analyticity. In addition, mMP satisfies the following bound.
Lemma 5.6. For all z ∈ C with z 6∈ [0, 4], |1 + zmMP(z)| ≤ 1.
Proof. We observe that, for z ∈ C with z 6∈ [−2, 2], we have zmMP(z2) =
msc(z). Thus,
|1 + z2mMP(z2)| = |1 + zmsc(z)| = |msc(z)|2 ≤ 1
by (5.3) and Lemma 5.3. 
We now state the analogue of Theorem 5.4.
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Theorem 5.7 (Isotropic Marchenko–Pastur law). Let ξ be a real random
variable which satisfies condition C1. For each n ≥ 1, let Sn be an n × n
sample covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and parameters (n, n), and
let un and vn be unit vectors in C
n. Then, for any κ > 4 and δ′, ε > 0, a.s.
lim
n→∞ supz∈Tn(κ,δ′,ε)
∣∣∣∣∣u∗n
(
1
n
Sn − zI
)−1
vn −mMP(z)u∗nvn
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,
where Tn(κ, δ′, ε) is the union of{
z = E +
√−1η : |z| ≤ κ, n−1+ε ≤ |η| ≤ κ, |z| ≥ δ′} ,{
z = E +
√−1η : 4 + n−2/3+ε ≤ E ≤ κ, |η| ≤ κ
}
, (5.14)
and {
z = E +
√−1η : E < 0, |E| ≤ κ, |η| ≤ κ, |z| ≥ δ′} . (5.15)
Theorem 5.7 follows from [13, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5] with the following
modifications.
• The results in [13] only deal with points z ∈ Tn(κ, δ′, ε) ∩ C+ (i.e.
points in the upper half-plane). The results easily extend to the
lower half-plane by symmetry.
• The results in [13] also only hold for a fixed point z ∈ Sn(κ, ε).
However, this can easily be overcome by a simple net argument; see
[13, Remark 2.6] for details.
• The case when η = 0 in (5.14) and (5.15) can again be obtained by
a continuity argument; see [13, Remark 2.7] for details.
• The results in [13] hold with very high probability. To achieve the al-
most sure bounds in Theorem 5.4, one must apply the Borel–Cantelli
lemma.
We will need the following bound on the largest eigenvalue of a sample
covariance matrix, which is the analogue of Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.8 (Bounds on the largest eigenvalue). Let ξ be a real random
variable which satisfies condition C1. For each n ≥ 1, let Sn be a sample
covariance matrix with atom variable ξ and parameters (n, n). Then for any
ε > 0, a.s., for n sufficiently large,
sup
1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣ 1nλi(Sn)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4 + n−2/3+ε.
Lemma 5.8 follows from [13, Theorem 2.10]. We will also need the follow-
ing result which is the analogue of Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 5.9. Suppose λ ∈ C with |λ| ≥ 1 + δ for some δ > 0. Then there
exists δ′ > 0 (depending only on δ) such that
λ
(
1 +
1
λ
)2
6∈ EMPδ′ .
Furthermore, one can ensure that δ′ < δ
2
1+δ .
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Proof. We observe that
λ
(
1 +
1
λ
)2
= (λ+ 1)
(
1 +
1
λ
)
= 2 + λ+
1
λ
.
By Lemma 5.5, there exists δ′ > 0 such that λ + 1/λ 6∈ Escδ′ and δ′ < δ
2
1+δ .
Hence, we conclude that 2 + λ+ 1λ 6∈ EMPδ′ . 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Let λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) be the j eigenvalues of Pn
which satisfy (2.6). Then, by Lemma 5.9, there exists δ′ > 0 such that
δ′ < δ
2
1+δ and
λi(Pn)
(
1 +
1
λi(Pn)
)2
6∈ EMP3δ′ (5.16)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Take
κ := 5 + 5 sup
n≥1
‖Pn‖.
By Theorem 4.3, a.s., for n sufficiently large,
∥∥ 1
nSn(I+Pn)
∥∥ ≤ κ. Hence,
a.s., for n sufficiently large, all the eigenvalues of 1nSn(I+Pn) are contained
in the disk {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ κ}.
We first consider the region
T ′n(κ, δ′) := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ κ} ∩
(
C \ EMPδ′
)
.
Notice that, by Theorem 4.3 (and the fact that the eigenvalues of 1nSn
are real and non-negative), a.s., for n sufficiently large, no point outside
EMPδ′ is an eigenvalue of 1nSn. By Lemma 5.1, a.s., for n sufficiently large,
z ∈ T ′n(κ, δ′) is an eigenvalue of 1nSn(I+Pn) if and only if
f(z) := det
(
I+Rn(z)
1
n
SnPn
)
= 0,
where
Rn(z) :=
(
1
n
Sn − zI
)−1
is the resolvent of 1nSn. Rewriting, we find that
f(z) = det (I+ (I+ zRn(z))Pn) .
By the singular value decomposition, we can write Pn = AnBn, where An
is an n×k matrix, Bn is a k×n matrix, and both An and Bn have spectral
norm O(1). Thus, by (5.2), we obtain that
f(z) = det (I+Bn (I+ zRn(z))An) .
Introduce the function
g(z) :=
k∏
i=1
(1 + (1 + zmMP(z))λj(Pn)) ,
where λ1(Pn), . . . , λk(Pn) are the non-trivial eigenvalues of Pn (some of
which may be zero), including the j eigenvalues which satisfy (2.6). Then
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f and g are both meromorphic functions that are equal to 1 at infinity. In
view of Lemma 5.1, it follows that a.s., for n sufficiently large, the zeros of
f(z) correspond to eigenvalues of 1nSn(I+Pn) outside EMPδ′ . In addition, an
inspection of the argument of Lemma 5.1 reveals that the multiplicity of a
given eigenvalue is equal to the degree of the corresponding zero of f .
From Theorem 5.7 and another application of (5.2), we have that a.s.,
f(z) = det (I+ (1 + zmMP(z))BnAn) + o(1)
= det (I+ (1 + zmMP(z))Pn) + o(1)
= g(z) + o(1)
uniformly for z ∈ T ′n(κ, δ′). Thus, by Rouche’s theorem (or the argument
principle) and Lemma 5.10 below, a.s., there are exactly j eigenvalues of
1
nSn(I+Pn) not in the region EMPδ′ and, after labeling the eigenvalues prop-
erly, they satisfy
λi
(
1
n
Sn(I+Pn)
)
= λi(Pn)
(
1 +
1
λi(Pn)
)2
+ o(1)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
We now consider the region
T˜n(κ, δ′, ε) := Tn(κ, δ′, ε) ∩ EMPδ′ ,
where Tn(κ, δ′, ε) is defined in Theorem 5.7. It remains to show that a.s., for
n sufficiently large, no eigenvalue of 1nSn(I+Pn) is contained in T˜n(κ, δ′, ε).
By Lemma 5.8 (and the fact that the eigenvalues of 1nSn are real and non-
negative), it follows that a.s., for n sufficiently large, no point in T˜n(κ, δ′, ε)
is an eigenvalue of 1nSn. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, a.s., for n sufficiently large,
z ∈ T˜n(κ, δ′, ε) is an eigenvalue of 1nSn(I + Pn) if and only if f(z) = 0.
Moreover, by Theorem 5.7, we obtain (as before) that, a.s.,
f(z) = g(z) + o(1)
uniformly for z ∈ T˜n(κ, δ′, ε).
In order to reach a contradiction, suppose that z ∈ T˜n(κ, δ′, ε) is an eigen-
value of 1nSn(I+Pn). Then, a.s.
g(z) = o(1).
By definition of g, this implies that there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that
1 + (1 + zmMP(z))λi(Pn) = o(1).
By Lemma 5.6 and condition (2.5), it must be the case that λi(Pn) satisfies
(2.6). In other words, 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Hence, we obtain that
zmMP(z) = −1− 1
λi(Pn)
+ o(1).
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In view of (5.13) and the fact that ‖Pn‖ = O(1), we find that
z = λi(Pn)
(
1 +
1
λi(Pn)
)2
+ o(1).
This contradicts (5.16) and the assumption that z ∈ T˜n(κ, δ′, ε). Therefore,
we conclude that a.s., for n sufficiently large, no eigenvalue of 1nSn(I+Pn)
is contained in T˜n(κ, δ′, ε). 
It remains to verify the following.
Lemma 5.10. Let λ ∈ C with ||λ| − 1| ≥ δ, for some δ > 0. If 1 + (1 +
zmMP(z))λ = 0, then |λ| ≥ 1 + δ and z = λ
(
1 + 1λ
)2
.
Proof. Suppose 1 + (1 + zmMP(z))λ = 0. From Lemma 5.6, it must be the
case that |λ| ≥ 1. Thus, by assumption, |λ| ≥ 1 + δ. Hence, we obtain that
zmMP(z) = −1− 1
λ
. (5.17)
Substituting (5.17) into (5.13) yields the solution
z = λ
(
1 +
1
λ
)2
,
and the proof is complete. 
6. Proof of results in Section 2.4
In order to prove Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.13, we will need the
following concentration result.
Lemma 6.1. For each n ≥ 1, let An be a deterministic n × n matrix and
let un be a random vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in R
n or
C
n. If there exists a constant C > 0 such that supn ‖An‖ ≤ C, then almost
surely,
lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣u∗nAnun − 1n trAn
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Proof. Since un is a random vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere
in Rn (or, respectively, Cn), un has the same distribution as qn/‖qn‖, where
qn := (ξ1, . . . , ξn)
and ξ1 . . . , ξn are iid standard real (respectively, complex) Gaussian random
variables. Thus, it suffices to show that almost surely
q∗n
‖qn‖An
qn
‖qn‖ −
1
n
trAn −→ 0
as n→∞.
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By the Hanson–Wright inequality (see2, for instance, [45, Theorem 1.1]
or [1, Theorem 2.3]), we obtain that, for any t > 0,
P
(
1
n
|q∗nAnqn − trAn| ≥ t
)
≤ C ′ exp(−c′nmin{t2, t})
for some constants C ′, c′ > 0 depending only on C. Here, we used the bound
‖An‖22 ≤ n‖An‖2 ≤ Cn. Thus, by the Borel–Cantelli lemma, we conclude
that
1
n
|q∗nAnqn − trAn| −→ 0 (6.1)
almost surely as n→∞.
Therefore, by the triangle inequality, we have∣∣∣∣ 1‖qn‖2 q∗nAnqn −
1
n
trAn
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣q∗nAnqn‖qn‖2 −
q∗nAnqn
n
∣∣∣∣+ 1n |q∗nAnqn − trAn|
≤ ‖An‖‖qn‖2
∣∣∣∣ 1‖qn‖2 −
1
n
∣∣∣∣+ 1n |q∗nAnqn − trAn|
≤ C
∣∣∣∣1− ‖qn‖2n
∣∣∣∣+ 1n |q∗nAnqn − trAn| .
The first term on the right-hand side converges almost surely to zero by the
law of large numbers. The second term converges to zero by (6.1). 
We also require the following well-known bound from [3] for the spectral
norm of a Wigner random matrix.
Theorem 6.2 (Spectral norm of a Wigner matrix; Theorem 5.1 from [3]).
Let ξ and ζ be real random variables. Assume ξ has mean zero, unit variance,
and finite fourth moment; suppose ζ has mean zero and finite variance. For
each n ≥ 1, let Wn be an n × n Wigner matrix with atom variables ξ and
ζ. Then a.s.
lim sup
n→∞
1√
n
‖Wn‖ ≤ 2.
We now prove Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.13. The proofs presented
here are based on the arguments given in [8].
Proof of Theorem 2.12. For convenience, let λ1, . . . , λn denote the eigenval-
ues of 1√
n
Wn +Pn. Recall that θ˜ := θ + 1/θ and |θ| > 1. By Lemma 5.5,
there exists δ′ > 0 such that δ′ < δ
2
1+δ and θ˜ 6∈ Esc3δ′ . By Theorem 2.7, a.s.,
for n sufficiently large, only one eigenvalue of 1√
n
Wn+Pn is not in Esc2δ′ and,
after labeling the eigenvalues correctly, this eigenvalue a.s. satisfies
λn = θ˜ + o(1). (6.2)
2Most authors choose to state the Hanson–Wright inequality for the case when both
the random vector and deterministic matrix are real. The result easily extends to the
complex setting; see [45, Section 3.1] for a standard complexification trick.
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It follows from Theorem 6.2, that a.s., for n sufficiently large,∥∥∥∥ 1√nWn
∥∥∥∥ ≤ 2 + δ′ (6.3)
Thus, a.s., for n sufficiently large, 1√
n
Wn − λnI is invertible. In addition,
since θ˜ 6∈ Esc3δ′ , there exists ε > 0 such that, a.s.∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − θ˜I
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1ε and
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − λnI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1ε (6.4)
for n sufficiently large (see, e.g., [53, Theorem 2.2]). By symmetry, we also
conclude that a.s. for n sufficiently large∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − θ˜I
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1ε and
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − λnI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1ε . (6.5)
Let vn be a unit eigenvector of
1√
n
Wn+Pn with corresponding eigenvalue
λn. Since (
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
vn = λnvn,
we have (
1√
n
Wn − λnI
)
vn = −Pnvn = (−θu∗nvn)un.
Hence, a.s, for n sufficiently large, we obtain
vn = (−θu∗nvn)Gn(λn)un,
where
Gn(z) :=
(
1√
n
Wn − zI
)−1
is the resolvent of 1√
n
Wn. As vn is a unit vector, this implies that
vn =
−θu∗nvn
|θu∗nvn|
Gn(λn)un√
u∗nGn(λn)Gn(λn)un
.
Therefore, we find that
|u∗nvn|2 =
|u∗nGn(λn)un|2
u∗nGn(λn)Gn(λn)un
. (6.6)
By the resolvent identity,∣∣∣∣∣u∗n
(
1√
n
Wn − λnI
)−1
un − u∗n
(
1√
n
Wn − θ˜I
)−1
un
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |λn − θ˜|
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − λnI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
n
Wn − θ˜I
)−1∥∥∥∥∥
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using the fact that that λn and θ˜ are not eigenvalues of
1√
n
Wn. Combining
this inequality with (6.2) and (6.4), we obtain that, a.s.,∣∣∣u∗nGn(λn)un − u∗nGn(θ˜)un∣∣∣ ≤ |λn − θ˜|ε2 = o(1).
Thus, since Wn and un are independent, Lemma 6.1 implies that a.s.
u∗nGn(λn)un −
1
n
trGn(θ˜) −→ 0
as n→∞. Let f : R→ C be a bounded continuous function such that
f(x) :=
1
x− θˆ for x ∈ R ∩ E
sc
2δ′
and f(x) := 0 for x ∈ R \ Esc3δ′ . In view of (6.3), it follows that a.s., for n
sufficiently large,
1
n
trGn(θ˜) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f
(
1√
n
λi(Wn)
)
.
Thus, by the semicircle law (Theorem 1.10), we have that a.s.
1
n
trGn(θ˜) −→
∫ ∞
−∞
ρsc(x)
x− θ˜ dx
as n→∞. Hence, we conclude that a.s.
u∗nGn(λn)un −→
∫ ∞
−∞
ρsc(x)
x− θ˜ dx (6.7)
as n→∞. Using the bounds in (6.4) and (6.5), a similar argument reveals
that a.s.
u∗nGn(λn)Gn(λn)un −→
∫ ∞
−∞
ρsc(x)
|x− θ˜|2dx (6.8)
as n→∞. Combining (6.7) and (6.8) with (6.6) completes the proof of the
theorem. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 2.13. Let λ1, . . . , λn be the eigenvalues of
1
nSn(I + Pn).
Recall that Pn = θunun
∗ where θ ∈ C and |θ| > 1. By Theorem 2.11, a.s. for
n sufficiently large, only one eigenvalue of 1nSn(I +Pn) lies outside of EMP2δ
for some δ > 0, and this eigenvalue satisfies
λn = θˆ + o(1) (6.9)
after renumbering properly, where θˆ := θ
(
1 + 1θ
)2
. Moreover, the remaining
eigenvalues a.s. lie inside EMPδ .
Note that by Lemma 5.8 (and the fact that the eigenvalues of 1nSn are
real and non-negative), the matrix 1nSn−λnI is a.s. invertible for sufficiently
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large n. Furthermore, the norm of the inverse of 1nSn−λnI is well behaved;
in particular, since θˆ /∈ EMPδ , there exists ε > 0 such that∥∥∥∥∥
(
1
n
Sn − λnI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ < 1ε and
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1
n
Sn − θˆI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ < 1ε (6.10)
a.s. for n sufficiently large (see, e.g., [53, Theorem 2.2]). By symmetry, the
above bounds imply∥∥∥∥∥
(
1
n
Sn − λnI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ < 1ε and
∥∥∥∥∥
(
1
n
Sn − θˆI
)−1∥∥∥∥∥ < 1ε (6.11)
a.s. for n sufficiently large.
Let vn be a unit eigenvector of
1
nSn(I+Pn) with eigenvalue λn, so
1
n
Sn(I+Pn)vn = λnvn.
Rearranging this equality, we have
vn = −(θu∗nvn)Rn(λn)
1
n
Snun
where
Rn(z) :=
(
1
n
Sn − zI
)−1
is the resolvent of 1nSn. Because vn is a unit vector, we arrive at
vn =
−θu∗nvn
|θu∗nvn|
Rn(λn)
1
nSnun√
u∗n
1
nSnRn(λ¯n)Rn(λn)
1
nSnun
.
Thus, we obtain
|u∗nvn|2 =
|u∗nRn(λn) 1nSnun|2
u∗n
1
nSnRn(λ¯n)Rn(λn)
1
nSnun
, (6.12)
and we will now proceed to show that the numerator and denominator of
the above tend to the desired limits.
For the numerator, using Lemma 5.8, the resolvent identity, (6.9), and
(6.10), we note that a.s.∣∣∣∣u∗nRn(λn) 1nSnun − u∗nRn(θˆ) 1nSnun
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Rn(λn)−Rn(θˆ)‖
∥∥∥∥ 1nSn
∥∥∥∥
≤ 5|λn − θˆ|
(
1
ε2
)
= o(1).
Using the fact that un is independent ofRn(θˆ)
1
nSn, we can apply Lemma 6.1
to show that
u∗nRn(λn)
1
n
Snun − 1
n
tr
(
Rn(θˆ)
1
n
Sn
)
−→ 0
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a.s. as n→∞. Let f : R→ C be a bounded continuous function such that
f(x) :=
x
x− θˆ for x ∈ R ∩ E
MP
δ
and f(x) := 0 for x ∈ R \ EMP2δ . Notice that
1
n
tr
(
Rn(θˆ)
1
n
Sn
)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
nλi(Sn)
1
nλi(Sn) + θˆ
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
f
(
1
n
λi(Sn)
)
.
Thus, using Theorem 1.11, we have that a.s.
u∗nRn(λn)
1
n
Snun −→
∫
xρMP,1(x)
x− θˆ dx (6.13)
as n → ∞. Using a similar argument along with the bounds in (6.10) and
(6.11), one can show that a.s.
u∗n
1
n
SnRn(λ¯n)Rn(λn)
1
n
Snun =
1
n
tr
(
1
n
SnRn(λ¯n)Rn(λn)
1
n
Sn
)
+ o(1)
−→
∫
x2ρMP,1(x)∣∣∣x− θˆ∣∣∣2 dx. (6.14)
Combining (6.13) and (6.14) with (6.12) completes the proof. 
7. Proof of Theorem 2.17
In order to prove Theorem 2.17, we will need the Tao–Vu replacement
principle from [51], which we present below. Note that we use log to denote
the natural logarithm.
Theorem 7.1 (Replacement principle; Theorem 2.1 from [51]). For each
n ≥ 1, let An and Bn be random n×n matrices with complex-valued entries.
Assume that
(i) the expression
1
n2
‖An‖22 +
1
n2
‖Bn‖22
is bounded in probability (resp. almost surely), and
(ii) for a.e. z ∈ C,
1
n
log
∣∣∣∣det
(
1√
n
An − zI
)∣∣∣∣− 1n log
∣∣∣∣det
(
1√
n
Bn − zI
)∣∣∣∣
converges in probability (resp. almost surely) to zero as n → ∞. In
particular, for each fixed z, these determinants are nonzero with prob-
ability 1− o(1) (resp. almost surely for n sufficiently large).
Then, for any bounded continuous function f : C→ C,∫
fdµ 1√
n
An
−
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Bn
converges in probability (resp. almost surely) to zero as n→∞.
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We will also need the following result from [18].
Lemma 7.2 (Companion matrix for the critical points). If x1, . . . , xn ∈ C
are the roots of p(z) :=
∏n
j=1(z − xj), and p has critical points y1, . . . , yn−1
counted with multiplicity, then the matrix
Dn
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)
has y1, . . . , yn−1, 0 as its eigenvalues, where Dn := diag(x1, . . . , xn), In is
the identity matrix of order n, and Jn is the n× n matrix of all entries 1.
In order to prove Theorem 2.17, we will use Theorem 7.1 to compare the
eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn + Pn with the eigenvalues of the companion matrix
defined in Lemma 7.2. Since Theorem 2.5 describes the limiting behavior
of the empirical spectral measure of 1√
n
Wn +Pn, we would then conclude
that µ′ 1√
n
Wn+Pn
also converges to the same limit. (Note that the companion
matrix defined in Lemma 7.2 contains an extra eigenvalue at the origin, but
this single eigenvalue does not effect the limiting empirical spectral measure.)
We require the following lemma before we present the proof of Theorem 2.17.
Lemma 7.3. Assume ξ, ζ,Wn, and Pn satisfy the assumptions of Theorem
2.9. In addition, for n sufficiently large, assume that the j eigenvalues of
Pn which satisfy (2.4) do not depend on n. Then, for a.e. z ∈ C, there
exists c > 0 (depending on z) such that a.s., for n sufficiently large,
inf
1≤i≤n
∣∣∣∣λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
− z
∣∣∣∣ ≥ c. (7.1)
In addition, for a.e. z ∈ C, a.s.
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
− z
−→ msc(z), (7.2)
where msc is the Stieltjes transform of the semicircle law defined in (5.3).
Proof. We take n sufficiently large so that λ1(Pn), . . . , λj(Pn) are the j
eigenvalues of Pn which satisfy (2.4) and which do not depend on n. Define
the set Q ⊂ C by
Q := R
⋃{
λi(Pn) +
1
λi(Pn)
: 1 ≤ i ≤ j
}
.
Clearly, Q ⊂ C has (Lebesgue) measure zero, and, by construction, Q does
not depend on n.
Fix z ∈ C with z /∈ Q. Set c := dist(z,Q)/2. Recall that Λ
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
denotes the set of eigenvalues of 1√
n
Wn + Pn. By Theorem 2.9, it follows
that, a.s., for n sufficiently large, Λ
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
⊂ EQc , where EQc := {w ∈
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C : dist(w,Q) ≤ c}. Also, by the definition of c, we have dist(z, EQc ) ≥ c.
Thus, we have
dist
(
Λ
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
, z
)
≥ dist(EQc , z) ≥ c
almost surely for n sufficiently large. This verifies (7.1).
For (7.2), we again fix z /∈ Q. Let c be defined as above. Let f : C → C
be a bounded continuous function such that f(λ) := 1λ−z for |λ− z| ≥ c and
f(λ) := 0 for |λ − z| < c/2. By (7.1), it follows that, a.s., for n sufficiently
large,
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
)
− z
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
f
(
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
))
.
Thus, by Theorem 2.5, we conclude that a.s.
1
n
n∑
i=1
f
(
λi
(
1√
n
Wn +Pn
))
−→
∫
R
ρsc(x)
x− z dx = msc(z)
as n→∞, and the proof is complete. 
We now prove Theorem 2.17.
Proof of Theorem 2.17. Let λ1, . . . , λn be the eigenvalues of Wn +
√
nPn.
LetDn := diag(λ1, . . . , λn), and let Jn denote the n×nmatrix of all ones. In
view of Lemma 7.2, it follows that, for any bounded and continuous function
f : C→ C, ∫
fdµ′ 1√
n
Wn+Pn
=
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Dn(In− 1nJn)
+ o(1).
(The o(1) term is due to the fact that the matrix 1√
n
Dn
(
In − 1nJn
)
has
a deterministic eigenvalue at the origin, which is not a critical point.) In
addition, Theorem 2.5 implies that a.s.∫
fdµ 1√
n
Dn
−→
∫
fdµsc
as n→∞. Therefore, it suffices to show that a.s.∫
fdµ 1√
n
Dn(In− 1nJn)
−
∫
fdµ 1√
n
Dn
−→ 0 (7.3)
as n→∞. We will use Theorem 7.1 to verify (7.3).
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We begin by observing that
1
n2
‖Dn‖22 =
1
n2
n∑
i=1
|λi|2
≤ 1
n
‖Wn +
√
nPn‖2
≤ 2
n
‖Wn‖2 + 2‖Pn‖2,
where the first inequality above uses the fact that the spectral radius of any
matrix is bounded above by its spectral norm. Hence, by Theorem 6.2 and
the assumption that ‖Pn‖ = O(1), it follows that 1n2‖Dn‖22 is a.s. bounded.
Similarly, we compute
1
n
∥∥∥∥Dn
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 1
n
‖Dn‖2 +
1
n
‖Dn‖2
∥∥∥∥ 1nJn
∥∥∥∥
2
,
which shows that the left-hand side above is a.s. bounded by noting that
1
n ‖Dn‖2 is a.s. bounded from before and
∥∥ 1
nJn
∥∥
2
= 1.
In view of Theorem 7.1, it remains to show that, for a.e. z ∈ C, a.s.
1
n
log
∣∣∣∣det
[
1√
n
Dn
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)
− zIn
]∣∣∣∣− 1n log
∣∣∣∣det
[
1√
n
Dn − zIn
]∣∣∣∣ −→ 0
as n→∞.
Define D˜n :=
1√
n
Dn, and set λ˜i :=
1√
n
λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By Lemma 7.3,
we fix z ∈ C \ R such that a.s., for n sufficiently large
inf
1≤i≤n
|λ˜i − z| ≥ c (7.4)
for some c > 0 (depending on z), and a.s.
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
λ˜i − z
−→ msc(z) (7.5)
as n→∞.
We first observe that, by (7.4) and (7.5), we have a.s.
1− 1
n
n∑
i=1
λ˜i
λ˜i − z
= − z
n
n∑
i=1
1
λ˜i − z
= −zmsc(z) + o(1).
In particular, since z 6∈ R, we obtain that a.s., for n sufficiently large,∣∣∣∣∣1− 1n
n∑
i=1
λ˜i
λ˜i − z
∣∣∣∣∣
is bounded away from zero and is also bounded above by a constant (de-
pending on z). Hence,
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
∣∣∣∣∣1− 1n
n∑
i=1
λ˜i
λ˜i − z
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (7.6)
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a.s. However, we now notice that
1− 1
n
n∑
i=1
λ˜i
λ˜i − z
= 1− 1
n
tr
[(
D˜n − zIn
)−1
D˜n
]
= 1− 1
n
uTn
(
D˜n − zIn
)−1
D˜nun,
where un is the n-dimensional vector of all ones. Since unu
T
n = Jn, we apply
(5.2) to obtain
1− 1
n
n∑
i=1
λ˜i
λ˜i − z
= det
[
In −
(
D˜n − zIn
)−1
D˜n
1
n
Jn
]
= det
[
D˜n
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)
− zIn
]
det
[(
D˜n − zIn
)−1]
.
Therefore, by (7.4), a.s., for n sufficiently large, we conclude that the deter-
minant
det
(
D˜n
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)
− zIn
)
is nonzero. In addition, by taking logarithms of both sides and applying
(7.6), we conclude that a.s.
1
n
log
∣∣∣∣det
[
1√
n
Dn
(
In − 1
n
Jn
)
− zIn
]∣∣∣∣− 1n log
∣∣∣∣det
[
1√
n
Dn − zIn
]∣∣∣∣ −→ 0
as n→∞, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 3.3
In order to prove Lemma 3.3, we will need the following deterministic
lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let
W =
(
W′ X
X∗ d
)
be an n× n Hermitian matrix, where W′ is the upper-left (n− 1)× (n− 1)
minor of W, X ∈ Cn−1, and d ∈ R. If an eigenvalue of W is equal to an
eigenvalue of W′, then there exists a unit eigenvector w of W′ such that
X∗w = 0.
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Proof. Assume λ is an eigenvalue of W with unit eigenvector
(
v
q
)
, where
v ∈ Cn−1 and q ∈ C. In addition, assume λ is an eigenvalue ofW′ with unit
eigenvector u ∈ Cn−1. From the eigenvalue equation
W
(
v
q
)
= λ
(
v
q
)
,
we obtain
W′v + qX = λv, (A.1)
X∗v + qd = λq. (A.2)
Since u∗W′ = λu∗, we multiply (A.1) on the left by u∗ to obtain qu∗X = 0.
In other words, either u∗X = 0 or q = 0.
If u∗X = 0, then the proof is complete (since u is a unit eigenvector of
W′). Assume q = 0. Then v is a unit vector, and equations (A.1) and (A.2)
imply that
W′v = λv,
X∗v = 0.
In other words, v is a unit eigenvector of W′ and X∗v = 0. 
We now prove Lemma 3.3. By Cauchy’s interlacing theorem (see, for
instance, [12, Corollary III.1.5]), it follows that the eigenvalues ofW weakly
interlace with the eigenvalues of W′. Thus, in order to prove Lemma 3.3,
we will need to show that this weak interlacing is actually strict. To that
end, suppose a W and W′ have a common eigenvalue. Lemma A.1 implies
that there is a unit eigenvector w of W′ such that X is orthogonal to w.
The crucial part is that X and W′ are independent. Hence, X and w are
independent. Let Ψ be the event that X is orthogonal to a unit eigenvector
of W′. Using the result [52, Proposition 2.2] yields the following bound on
the probability of the event Ψ.
Lemma A.2 (Tao-Vu; Proposition 2.2 from [52]). Under the assumptions
of Lemma 3.3, for every α > 0, there exists C > 0 (depending on µ and α)
such that P(Ψ) ≤ Cn−α.
The proof of the first part of Lemma 3.3 is now complete by applying
Lemma A.2.
We now consider the case when ξ and ζ are absolutely continuous random
variables. In view of Lemma A.1, it suffices to show that, with probability
1, X is not orthogonal to any unit eigenvector ofW′. In this case, it is well-
known that W′ has simple spectrum with probability 1; see, for instance,
[19, Section 2.3]. Condition on the matrix W′ to have simple spectrum.
The unit eigenvectors of W′ are now uniquely determined up to sign. Let
v1, . . . , vn−1 be the unit eigenvectors of W′. Since X is a (n −
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whose entries are iid copies of ξ and since X and W′ are independent, it
follows that
P(X∗vi = 0) = 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. Therefore, by the union bound, we conclude that, with
probability 1, X is not orthogonal to any unit eigenvector of W.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.7
Results similar to Lemma 3.7 can be proven in a variety of ways (see
for example, [19, Section 2.3]). Below we give a proof using symmetric
polynomials.
We begin by first proving the assertion that the sample covariance matrix
Sn = X
T
nXn almost surely has r := min{m,n} distinct, strictly positive
eigenvalues.
Recall that Xn is an m by n real matrix. In the case that n > m, set
k := n − r = n − min{m,n} and note that the matrix Sn = XTnXn has
at least k eigenvalues equal to zero, as one can see by noting that Sn is an
n by n matrix with rank at most min{m,n}. Also note that any non-zero
eigenvalues for Sn must be strictly positive since Sn is non-negative definite.
Let λ1, λ2, . . . , λr be the r = min{m,n} largest eigenvalues for Sn, and
consider the polynomial
f(λ1, . . . , λr) =

 ∏
1≤i≤r
λi



 ∏
1≤i<j≤r
(λi − λj)2

 .
Note that f(λ1, . . . , λr) is non-zero if and only if λ1, . . . , λr are all distinct
and non-zero. Because f is a symmetric function of λ1, . . . , λr, we can
write f as a polynomial in terms of the elementary symmetric functions of
λ1, . . . , λr. All of the elementary symmetric functions of λ1, . . . , λr appear
as coefficients of the polynomial
g(x) =
det(Sn − xI)
xk
(recall that at least k eigenvalues of Sn are equal to zero); thus, we may use
the fundamental theorem of symmetric polynomials to write f(λ1, . . . , λr) =
f˜(x11, . . . , x1n, . . . , xm1, . . . , xmn), a polynomial in the entries of Xn = (xij).
We note that f˜(x11, . . . , xmn) is not identically zero (for example, one
can choose Xn to be a matrix with increasing positive integers on the main
diagonal and zeros elsewhere). One can show by induction on the number
of variables that any polynomial h(y1, . . . , yℓ) that is not identically zero
satisfies P(h(y1, . . . , yℓ) = 0) = 0 if y1, . . . , yℓ are independent, absolutely
continuous random variables. This completes the proof of the first assertion
of Lemma 3.7.
We now turn to proving that any eigenvector corresponding to one of
the r strictly positive eigenvalues must have all non-zero coordinates. Let
v = (v1, . . . , vn) be a unit eigenvector of Sn corresponding to λ, one of the
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strictly positive eigenvalues. Let X1, . . . ,Xn be the column vectors of Xn.
Because v is an eigenvector, we must have that XTℓ Xnv = λvℓ, and thus
vℓ = 0 if and only if X
T
ℓ Xnv = 0.
Let vˆ be the (n− 1)-dimensional vector formed by deleting the ℓ-th coor-
dinate of v, and let Xˆn be the m by n−1 matrix formed by deleting the ℓ-th
column of Xn. Note that if vℓ = 0, then vˆ is an eigenvector for Sˆn = Xˆ
T
n Xˆn,
which is independent of Xℓ. Thus the probability that vℓ = 0 is bounded by
the probability of the event
E :=


there exist 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and a unit eigenvector vˆ of Sˆn with
strictly positive eigenvalue such that Xˆnvˆ is orthogonal to
the vector Xℓ

 .
Furthermore, we observe that Xˆnvˆ = 0 means that v (with ℓ-th coordinate
set equal to zero) is an eigenvector for Sn with eigenvalue 0, a contradiction
that implies that the event E only occurs when Xˆnvˆ 6= 0. Thus P(E) =
P(E and Xˆnvˆ 6= 0). Finally, we note that for any unit eigenvector vˆ for
Sˆn, we have P(X
T
ℓ Xˆnvˆ = 0 and Xˆnvˆ 6= 0) = 0 by conditioning on Xˆnvˆ and
noting that if Xˆnvˆ is non-zero, then with probability 1, we have X
T
ℓ Xˆnvˆ 6= 0
(recall that Xℓ and Xˆnvˆ are independent random variables and that the
entries of Xℓ are absolutely continuous). An application of the union bound
completes the proof.
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